
Local Government and PIH Bill
(Draft as passed to the Lords 23 May)

Summary of Part 10 Ethical Standards

Chapter 1 Conduct of Local Authority Members

Codes of conduct
Cl184 Conduct that may be covered by code
Amends S49 to 52 of the 2000 Act to

Enable the inclusion within the S of8's Principles, principles 'which are to
apply at all times' (presumably meaning private capacity (and any other
capacity) as well as official capacity)
Enable provisions to be included in the model code of conduct 'which are to
apply at all times' .
Enables an authority to include in the optional or other provisions of their
code, provisions 'which are to apply at all times' . (A belt and braces job!)
And just for completeness the words 'in performing his functions' comes out
of each subsection of 852.

Provide a catch all to members and co-opteds not otherwise caught by 852 to
give the written undertaking or cease to be a member. (Are there any?)
Applies retrospective effect to existing orders under 8s 49 and 50 and existing
codes of authorities, so they don't have to be remade to get the benefit of the
above amendments.

And, just in case any have been left out inadvertently or otherwise, the code of
conduct of an authority means also references to the applicable mandatory
proVIsIons.

80 that sorts out Mr Justice Collins intervention then.

Cl185 Certain references to code of conduct to include default code
(But no reference in clause to a 'default code', merely to the mandatory provisions.
This heading is a bit misleading.)
More belt and braces stuff

Includes a new provision in 837 LGA2000 to the effect that the reference to
inclusion of the code of conduct in the constitution is a reference to the
applicable mandatory provisions of the model code. (80 what if you have
made additions? Is it only the mandatory provisions you include in your
constitution? -rather odd.) (And 837 only applies to authorities with executive
arrangements anyway so authorities which have constitutions, but not
executive arrangements are not affected) Or is all this provision doing is
applying the mandatory provisions as a so called default code, if the authority
has not adopted them? If so, why doesn't it just say so?
Provides an amendment to 851 to the effect that references in 851 to an
authority's code of conduct are to include the mandatory provisions
applicable. Also an incomprehensible provision to the effect that the time
element (the time after adopting for the first time) in 852(2) to (4) relates to
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after this clause comes into force. (why? Explanations welcomed. Is it to
prevent retrospective effect?)
Includes a provision in S54 which seems to limit the duties of a Standards
Committee in relation to the code of conduct to the applicable mandatory
provisions only. (Why? Presumably an authority can extend the tenns of
reference of a standards committee to the non mandatory provisions, so what
is this about? One effect would seem to be that a standards committee's
specific duties under S54(2) in relation to parish councils is limited to the
mandatory provisions applicable to parish councils. Is this the real intention?)

Cl186 Assessment of allegations
Substitutes the current S58 with new S57A, 57B, 57C, 57D, and 58. These come
under the heading 'written allegations' but contain a lot more.

57A Written allegations, right to make and initial assessment
Enables a person to make a written allegation to the standards committee of a
relevant authority that a member (or fonner member or co-opted) of that
authority has failed or may have failed to comply with the authority's code of
conduct.

Requires the standards committee to refer the allegation to the MO, or refer it
to the SBE or decide no action should be taken. (So no other discretion. If an
allegation involves also a police investigation, presumably the committee must
refer the allegation to the MO or SBE who then sit on it. Similarly if the
subject of the allegation is seriously ill. Quasi judicial bodies but no equitable
jurisdiction. Presumably if there is good reason, a decision can be deferred for
a short time.)
Provides that, where the allegation is about a person who is no longer a
member but is a member of another authority, the standards committee can
refer the allegation to the MO of that other authority. (presumably this is only
worth doing if the allegation would involve a breach of that authority's code
also and a sanction by that authority would bite.)
Requires the standards committee to take reasonable steps to notify the person
making the allegation of a no action decision and reasons.

57B Right to request review of decision not to act
Enables a person making an allegation the subject of a no action decision to
request in writing, within 30 days of notification of it, a review of the decision.
Provides that the standards committee is subject to the same provisions in 57B
again and must make a decision within 3 months of the request.
Provides that a requested review can only happen once on a no action decision

57C Information to be given to subject of allegation
Requires a standards committee to take reasonable steps to notify the subject
of; -an allegation ofa summary of the allegation (subject to Regulations
which can nullify this requirement),

- a decision and reasons of a no action decision,
-a request to review,
-and a no action decision on the outcome of a review.
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(presumably the standards committee or MO can keep the subject informed, as
appropriate, of any other action or would this courtesy now require a specific
power? -see Cl194 below.)

5ID Power to suspend standards committee's functions
Contains the sanctions of the SBE as a regulatory body.

Enables the SBE in prescribed circumstances to suspend the powers of a
standards committee in relation to relevant allegations and relevant requests,
and requiring the committee to refer them to either the SBE or another
standards committee which has agreed to deal with them. The power does not
appear to enable the SBE to overrule a decision of a standards committee as
such.

The detail will be in regulations.

58 Allegations referred to the Standards Board
Provides that where an allegation is referred to the SBE, it must refer it
to an ESO for investigation, or decide to take no action on it or refer it
back to the standards committee. (again no wider discretion. No
equitable jurisdiction to do anything that might be sensible in all the
circumstances.)
Provides that the SBE must take reasonable steps to notify the person
making the allegation and the subject of it of a decision to take no
action and the reasons.

Provides that the standards committee cannot refer the allegation back
to the SBE where the SBE has referred it back to it. (No passing the
buck to and fro, then.)

Cl187 Information to be provided to Standards Board by relevant authority
Inserts a S66B and S66C into the 2000 Act. The SBE monitoring and overview
functions in its strategic role.

S66B Periodic returns

Requires authorities other than parish councils to send a return to the SBE, of
required information, as may be directed, about allegations, requests and the
exercise of any standards committee and monitoring officer functions.

S66C Information requests
Requires authorities other than parish councils to comply with requests from
the SBE for information relating to the exercise of the standards committee's
and monitoring officer's functions.

These provisions appear to maintain the detached relationship between the SBE and
parish councils and provide for the standards committee and MO to act as the go
between. So arms length regulation ofPCs by the SBE. Seems to send out a message
about the relevance ofPCs. 'Pity the poor MO who shall have troublesome PCs, for
slhe shall have no support'. The next Bill may well re-visit this as PCs become more
relevant.

Cl188 Chairmen of standards committees
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Amends S53(4) to the effect that an independent member must be the chair of a
standards committee.

Cl189 Sub committees of standards committees
Almost impossible to see what all these amendments to S54A and S55 are intended to
achieve. It would be a lot simpler if this Bill simply replaced the sections of the 2000
Act, instead of having primary provisions related to what should be a straight forward
ethical governance structure scattered over at least 3 Acts and several sets of
regulations. All the more reason for Mas to have at least two deputies.
The effect seems to partly standardise the requirements about sub committees that are
currently separated in S54A and S55.
The new S55(IIA) and (lIB) seem to assist a drafting mechanism so that the term
'standards committee of a relevant authority' covers also parish councils. The effect is
that the standards committee of a relevant authority that is a parish council (parish
councils being included in the list of 'relevant authorities) means the standards
committee of the unitary or district authority in which the parish council is situated.
Well that clears that up then. (Was there some doubt about it?)
The endeavours to 'Collins' proof the legislation seems to be at the risk of reducing
comprehension of it.

Cl190 Joint committees of relevant authorities in England
Inserts a new Section 56A in LGA 2000 enabling the S of S to make regulations that would
enable two or more authorities to establishjoint committees to carry out standards committee
functions.
So no freedom to experiment in the interests of good governance, efficiency, effectiveness
and value. More regulations applying central controls that can include almost anything that
takes the political whim.
Remember the simplicity of SI0I LGA 1972for setting up joint committees. Why couldn't
DCLG simply apply that? Maybe a third deputy for MOs now needed.

Cl191 Standards Board for England: functions

Inserts a new provision in S 57 enabling the SBE to issue guidance to ESOs.
(It's a sad state of legislation when a regulatory body has to have a specific power to issue
guidance. One would have thought that this is the sort of activity that is well within their
general 'facilitate, or incidental or conducive power in Schedule 4 LGA 2000)

Supposedly extends the general power (above) of the SBE in Schedule 4 so as to
incorporate the functions of standards committees and MOs. By extending the list,
there is a greater risk of narrowing the power. The more detailed the list, the more
constrained the power. (The list does not include deputy MOs for example) Better if
there were no list. A good one to refer to Mr Justice Collins.

Cl192 Ethical standards officers: investigationsand {"mdings
More 'Collins' proofing.

Some word changes to ESO powers
Extends the list of disclose exceptions under the S63 restriction on disclosure
of information to include; disclosure to a MO to perform her/his functions,
disclosure to the LG Ombudsman and Electoral Commission and to a person
specifiedin a S of S order.(justin caseyouneedto discloseto someonenot
on the list.)

Cl193 Ethical standards officers: reports etc
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Amends S 64 and 65 and enables an ESO to send a report or interim report to the
standards committee' if he believes it will assist the committee in the discharge of its
functions.

Cl194 Disclosure by monitoring officers of ethical standards officers' reports
Inserts a new S65A which;

Enables a MO to inform any relevant person of the outcome of an investigation on
receiving an ESO report or notification. (Is it necessary to include this common sense
stuff in legislation? Surely even Mr Justice Collins would not lock up a MO for
doing this without a specific power!)
Enables a MO, 'only where he believes that it will assist in promoting high standards
of conduct by the members and co-opted members of the relevant authority' to send a
copy of the report to any member or co-opted member of the authority, executive
member or officer.

(A tricky decision for MOs. A carefully worded covering letter will be necessary, once
the MO has the courage to exercise this new responsibility. Each case will need to be
considered on its merits. If the relevant considerations are not obvious, maybe some SBE
guidance might be helpful. Gets round the problem of what to tell the political group
leader or party whip.)

This gripping instalment of Part 10 of the Bill will be concluded next week.

Tony Kilner
Policy and Development Officer
ACSeS
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